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1. Books on the Shelves (or not)

Article Summaries
Barack – An award-winning book, Revolutionary Voices, was pulled from Burlington Library without following 
proper procedures because of a conservative group. Freedom of Information requests got ahold of emails in 
which the library director, Gail Sweet, referred to it as “child pornography” and said copies needed to disappear.
Barack, L. (2010, July 27). NJ Library, Citing Child Pornography, Removes GLBT Book. School Library Journal. Retrieved from 
http://www.schoollibraryjournal.com/slj/home/886066-312/nj_library_citing_child_pornography.html.csp.

Kalet – “Library shelves should be open to all books.” Basic platitudinal denouncement of banning books.
Kalet, H. (2010, August 17). "Voices" deserves library space. South Brunswick Post. Retrieved from: 
http://www.centraljersey.com/articles/2010/08/17/south_brunswick_post/extra/Voices_deserves_library_space-south_brunswick_post-20100817.txt

Safe Libraries – Blogger responding to the banning of Revolutionary Voices by saying it wasn't banned at all, 
and those who say so are outside pressure groups trying to score political points at the expense of the 
community's children. Barack's article is full of misinformation and no fact-checking. Libraries have selection 
policies and there is a difference between challenges and weeding a book. The “child pornography” comment is 
shorthand in a collegial email. Homosexuality is an irrelevant issue here, because what about all the ex-gay 
books that aren't finding places on the shelves? Safe Librarian has an opinionated axe to grind.
“Safe Librarian". (2010, August 2). Et tu, Mary Minnow? Then fall, Gail Sweet! Safe Libraries web log post: http://safelibraries.blogspot.com/2010/08/et-
tu-mary-minow-then-fall-gail-sweet.html.

Curry – This academic study is on how comfortable staff at public libraries were helping a teen find GLBT 
information. The user encountered a variety of responses from enthusiasm to disapproval.
Curry, A. (2005). “If I Ask, Will they Answer?” Reference & User Services Quarterly 45 (1), 56-65.

Issues: 
In the Curry article the student commented on “controlled and professional” librarians being mediocre in terms 
of making her feel welcome to ask her questions. 

• How human are librarians supposed to be? How far should we have to go in acting like we are really 
engaged?

• If someone is coming in asking about starting up a White Pride group at school, are we allowed to let 
our personal feelings get in the way of the ideals of “equality and mutual respect” then?

Curry's “current accepted codes of tolerance,” might be at odds with Safe Librarian's “community standards.” 
• Who's setting these moral codes? Should it be up to communities, or larger bodies like the ACLU? Or 

individual librarian? 
• Who exactly is the library there for? The community or the individual? Do policies reflect that?

“Library shelves should be open to all books,” but obviously in the physical world, not everything fits. 
• Is there something worse about things disappearing than never showing up in the first place?
• What about the other books that aren't making it onto public library shelves, like the “ex-gay” books 

mentioned in the Safe Libraries post? Or small-press things? Are they being censored? What's the 
difference?

• The Barack article mentions formal processes helping issues not to be decided by one person's opinion, 
but what if the one person's opinion is what we might consider the “right” opinion?

• Out of the three ways books end up not on a shelf (not being bought, being challenged, and being 
weeded) which is the best/worst why?

• How do you develop a collection you're proud of but isn't just an extension of your views on subjects? 



2. Internet Filtering

Article Summaries
CIPPIC – This article is an FAQ about how Canadian Public libraries filter internet access. It includes pros 
(keeps out unwanted content without detriment to the user) and cons (blocks legitimate research and harms more 
than it helps). The issue of librarians' possible lack of control over filtering is highlighted.
Canadian Internet Policy and Public Interest Clinic. (2007) Internet Censorship in Public Libraries. Retrieved from:
http://www.cippic.ca/internet-censorship-in-public-libraries/

Goldberg – This article is about a US court decision saying: “A public library can decide that it will not include 
pornography and other adult materials in its collection in accord with its mission and policies and, as explained, 
no unconstitutionality necessarily results ... It can make the same choices about Internet access.” The dissenting 
opinion: “Public libraries have no responsibility to have any particular text in their collection ... But censoring 
material on the Internet is not the same thing as declining to purchase a particular book. It is more like refusing 
to circulate a book that is in the collection based on its content.”
Goldberg, B. (May 5, 2010). Ruling: Washington Libraries Can Deny Adults Unfiltered Internet. American Libraries. Retrieved from: 
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/05102010/ruling-washington-libraries-can-deny-adults-unfiltered-internet

Issues
The Goldberg article talks about how the decision offers the library staff the discretion to perform their basic 
functions.

• Does internet filtering make the work of librarians easier?
• How does the Ottawa “hostile environment” lawsuit play into the idea of librarians and their personal 

opinions? If we're letting people claim that, can we really be mad at them for not helping people find 
information they find vulgar because it has to do with homosexuality?

• In libraries you've had experience with, do people know when they hit a filtered site? 
The CIPPIC says people can access the internet policy and acceptable use policy to find out what's going on in 
their library.

• In your experience how accessible are those policies to patrons? How does the idea of information 
literacy play out in this context of even knowing there might be a problem?

• How much of a problem is it when librarians have no control over the filtering? 
• What kinds of responsibility are we abrogating by trusting the vendors to provide good keyword 

blacklists? 
• What about the role of “the fear of controversy”?

3. Corporate PR Flackery

Article Summary
Friedman – BP can't get rid of all the bad press about their oil spill, so rather than trying, they buy the top 
search results (which are marked as sponsored links).
Friedman, E. (2010, June 5). BP buys search engine phrases redirecting users. ABC News Online. Retrieved from: http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/bp-
buys-search-engine-phrases-redirecting-users/story?id=10835618&page=1.

Issues
• The final quote says “it's not a bad idea but is it ethical?” Is it? Would it be moreso if BP wasn't an oil 

corporation with billions of dollars? 
• How does this combine with the idea of information overload, by pumping more propaganda out there 

the opinions you don't want to see get buried? Is the best antidote to bad speech more speech? 
• Is that the same kind of thing that happens with those small press “convert the gays” self-published 

books trying to get into libraries, a competition based solely on money?
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